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Abstract
Data sparsity and cold-start issues emerge as two major bottlenecks for matrix com-
pletion in the context of user-item interaction matrix. We propose a novel method
that can fundamentally address these issues. The main idea is to partition users into
support users, which have many observed interactions (i.e., non-zero entries in the
matrix), and query users, which have few observed entries. For support users, we
learn their transductive preference embeddings using matrix factorization over their
interactions (a relatively dense sub-matrix). For query users, we devise an inductive
relational model that learns to estimate the underlying relations between the two
groups of users. This allows us to attentively aggregate the preference embed-
dings of support users in order to compute inductive embeddings for query users.
This new method can address the data sparsity issue by generalizing the behavior
patterns of warm-start users to others and thus enables the model to also work effec-
tively for cold-start users with no historical interaction. As theoretical insights, we
show that a general version of our model does not sacrifice any expressive power on
query users compared with transductive matrix factorization under mild conditions.
Also, the generalization error on query users is bounded by the numbers of support
users and query users’ observed interactions. Moreover, extensive experiments on
real-world datasets demonstrate that our model outperforms several state-of-the-art
methods by achieving significant improvements on MAE and AUC for warm-start,
few-shot (sparsity) and zero-shot (cold-start) recommendation.
1 Introduction
Matrix completion (MC) is a fundamental methodology for addressing many practical machine
learning problems [2]. A typical application is recommender systems where one tackles a user-item
interaction matrix whose entries, which stand for interactions of users with items (ratings or click
behaviors), are partially observed. The goal of MC is to predict missing entries (unobserved or future
potential interactions) in the matrix based on the observed ones. Existing methods are generally
collaborative-filtering (CF)-based or feature-based. The former assumes no side information (feature)
other than the interaction matrix and often solves the problem by matrix factorization (MF) which
learns latent factors (embeddings) for users and items and further uses the interaction of two factors
to predict ratings [10, 23, 27, 38]. Differently, the latter makes use of informative features (such as
user occupation, movie genre, etc.) as input for prediction [33, 30, 3].
Existing works have shown great power in warm-start settings where users have many observed
interactions (as training examples) [1, 37]. However, in practical scenarios, recommender systems
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are supposed to interact with an open world and make decisions for users with a variety of historical
interaction patterns (from zero to hundreds of), which requires the model to simultaneously handle
warm-start, few-shot (sparsity) and zero-shot (cold-start) recommendation2. Indeed, data sparsity
and cold-start problems emerge as two major bottlenecks for MC performance in practice and an
effective treatment would bring significant practical impact and economic benefits [21, 1].
For users with few or no observed interactions, it is hard to accurately capture user’s preferences from
those insufficient historical information, in which case model prediction tends to suffer. Some research
works have attempted to tackle cold-start problem from different perspectives, e.g., by incorporating
extra information (like social networks [14, 13], user reviews [4], initial surveys [39], etc.) or learning
a transferable model that suits few-shot or zero-shot recommendation [5, 19, 20, 11]. However, most
of them rely on high-quality features and would fail to work when those are inaccessible.
The data sparsity and cold-start issues are particularly challenging for CF-based methods. Some
early studies attempted to add regularization constraints into matrix factorization for learning more
generalizable preference embeddings [27, 28, 18]. However, those bilinear models have limited
expressive power when dealing with complicated user-item interactions. Many recent works extend
MF with neural networks [9, 32] and graph neural networks [17, 29, 34], and they have achieved state-
of-the-art results on many real-world datasets. Nonetheless, when users have insufficient historical
interactions, the performance of such deep models would degrade dramatically [7, 31].
In fact, most CF-based model assumes transductive user embeddings (i.e., d-dimensional vectors) that
need to be learned from observed interactions. Given few interactions, such transductive embeddings
would be highly under-determined. Recent studies [8, 36] propose inductive models for MC problem
that propagate preferences among neighbored users in user-item bipartite graph, enabling CF-based
method to tackle unseen users (with historical interactions not used in training). However, since
they directly use observed interactions as links in the bipartite graph, the message passing makes
little difference for users with few interactions, and may, in fact, interfere with the learning for users
with many interactions (in which case inductive learning even performs worse than transductive
embeddings as reported in [36]).
Figure 1: Illustration of proposed methodology.
To address the limitations discussed
above, we leverage a novel set of
ideas: 1) we first learn transductive
embeddings for users with many inter-
actions and then learn inductive em-
beddings for the remaining users uti-
lizing the former; 2) we also estimate
the underlying relations among users
and consider message passing through
a hidden dense graph instead of solely relying on the sparse graph dictated by observed interactions.
These two ideas constitute our new inductive relational matrix completion method (Fig. 1) that can
fundamentally address data sparsity and cold-start issues in matrix completion without side informa-
tion. To this end, we partition users into two sets: support users with many observed interactions
and query users with few observed interactions. We first learn transductive embeddings for support
users using their interactions (like CF-based method). Then we devise an inductive relation inference
model that can estimate underlying relations between support users and query users based on their
behavioral patterns in historical interactions. The relational model allows us to inductively generalize
the preference embeddings of support users to those of query users, and flexibly handle users with
few or even no interactions via a hidden dense graph. We summarize main contributions as follows.
• We devise a novel matrix completion framework that considers transductive embeddings for
a dense sub-matrix and inductive embeddings for a sparse sub-matrix, which can address
data sparsity and cold-start issues in MC.
• We justify our design by rigorously showing that a general version of our model can
minimize the reconstruction loss on query users to the same level as matrix factorization
under mild conditions, which means that our inductive model does not sacrifice any model
2Cold-start recommendation is considered differently in the literature. For CF-based method (resp. feature-
based method), cold-start users often mean users with few (resp. no) historical interactions. In this paper, we use
few-shot and zero-shot recommendation to distinguish the two cases.
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capacity. Moreover, we prove that the generalization error on query users would be (tighter)
bounded by (fewer) support users and (more) observed interactions of query users.
• We compare our model with several state-of-the-art methods (including GNN-based trans-
ductive model [29] and inductive model [36]), and achieve great improvements on MAE and
AUC for warm-start/few-shot recommendation. We also test our model with side information
that enables us to consider zero-shot recommendation. The results show that our model
significantly outperforms meta-learning model [11] and attributed GNN model [20].
• We also study the training time on large dataset and demonstrate that our new inductive
model is about ten times faster than GNN-based inductive model [36] and nearly as efficient
as transductive model [29].
2 Background
In this section, we introduce some background related to our work in order to make the paper
self-contained. Matrix completion deals with a user-item interaction matrix R = {rui}M×N where
M and N are the numbers of users and items, respectively. For implicit interaction, rui is a binary
entry which denotes whether user u rated (or clicked on, reviewed, liked, purchased, etc.) item i or
not. For explicit interaction, rui records rating of user u on item i. The entries of R are partially
observed and the goal is to estimate the missing values in the matrix. Existing methods for MC are
generally divided into CF-based method and feature-based method. CF-based method often considers
the problem as matrix factorization (MF) where user u (resp. item i) corresponds to a d-dimensional
latent factor (embedding) pu (resp. qi), which can be interpreted as representation of user preference
(resp. item attribute). Then it considers a prediction model rˆui = f(pu,qi) where f can be specified
as simple dot product or a neural network. The CF model does not require any side information other
than the interaction matrix, but the preference embedding pu is transductive, which means that it
needs to be learned from training interactions and cannot handle unseen users without retraining the
whole model. By contrast, feature-based method can achieve inductive representation by using extra
side information denoted by au (user u’s feature) and bi (item i’s feature) and targets a prediction
model rˆui = g(au,bi).
Both methods achieve desirable performance in warm-start settings where users have a number
of observed interactions as training examples. However, when handling users with few observed
interactions, the model performance would degrade dramatically and even worse, some of them
would fail to work. Recently, there are quite a few works that attempt to address the issues from
different perspectives.
On the feature-based side, [11] and [12] propose to use meta-learning and zero-shot learning tech-
niques, respectively, to learn a transferable model that can adapt to new cold-start users. However,
they highly rely on high-quality features to obtain domain-invariant con-founders and a transferable
latent space, respectively. Moreover, [20] harnesses user features to compute user-user similarities
and construct a graph based on which GNNs are used to aggregate neighbored information. In
practice, such side information may be inaccessible due to privacy issue, which limits the application
of feature-based method.
On the CF-based side, some early studies attempt to add regularization constraints on original matrix
factorization model in order to improve the generalization ability of latent factors given by MF.
Common regularization constraints include low rank [27], low trace norm [28] and non-negativity
[10, 18]. Some recent studies [17, 29, 34] extend traditional MF with GNNs architecture (or GNN-
like operation) and convert the problem into a link prediction problem in user-item bipartite graph.
The GNNs allow message passing among neighbored users and propagate user embeddings through
edges. [8, 36] leverage the message passing idea of GNNs and propose inductive matrix completion
models that free CF-based method from transductive embeddings and manage to deal with unseen
users during test. However, in existing GNN-based models, the message passing is only conducted
through edges in the bipartite graph of user-item interactions. For users with few interactions, the
propagated information would be inadequate since its neighbored users are rare. Also, for users
with sufficient interactions, the message passing from neighbors may not be consistent with user’s
inherent behavior patterns contained in observed interactions. Indeed, [36] observes that for users
with sufficient historical information, inductive MC method performs worse than transductive model.
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We believe that the power of transductive learning and inductive learning can be better exploited to
simultaneously handle users with distinct quantity of historical information. In this paper, we propose
a new framework that unifies transductive and inductive representation learning in matrix completion.
There are also interesting works that leverage extra information from other domains (such as social
networks [13, 6], item content information [4], cross-domain recommendation [26], etc.) to alleviate
data sparsity and cold-start issues in MC. They are orthogonal to our paper. We focus on matrix
completion without side information in model formulation. Our model can be easily extended to
cases where side features are available, as discussed in our experiments and Appendix B.
3 Methodology
We introduce our inductive relational matrix completion. As discussed in Section 2, transductive
learning can achieve desirable performance when users have sufficient observed information, while
inductive learning can address new users via propagating information from users to the neighbors.
Based on this, we take a step further: why not first learn transductive embeddings for users with
sufficient interactions and then compute inductive embeddings for other users based on the former.
To this end, we partition users into two sets: support users (denoted by U1), whose observed
interactions exceed δ, and query users (denoted by U2), whose observed interactions are less than
δ. Assume |U1| = M1 and |U2| = M2. The interaction matrix is divided into two parts: R1 =
{rui}M1×N (given by U1) and R2 = {ru′i}M2×N (given by U2)3.
We use R1 to train a transductive CF-based model rˆui = fθ(pu,qi), where pu ∈ Rd denotes
preference embeddings for user u in U1, qi ∈ Rd denotes attribute embeddings for item i and fθ can
be simple dot-product operation or a neural network with parameter θ. Denote P1 = {pu}M1×d and
Q = {qi}N×d and the objective function becomes
min
P1,Q,θ
DS1(Rˆ1, R1), (1)
where Rˆ1 = {rˆui}M1×N , DS1(Rˆ1, R1) = 1T1
∑
(u,i)∈S1 l(rui, rˆui) and S1 ∈ ([M1] × [N ])T1 is a
set with size T1 containing indices of observed entries in R1. Here one can use cross-entropy loss for
implicit interaction or L2 loss for explicit interaction.
Our goal is to compute inductive preference embeddings for users in U2 based on learned P1. One
plausible solution is to consider GNNs over user-item bipartite graph of observed interactions as is
done by previous works, which can presumably propagate embeddings from users in U1 to users in
U2. However, query users have few historical interactions leading to very sparse local sub-graphs
over which GNNs could only propagate inadequate information. To mitigate the issue, we propose an
inductive relational inference model that can estimate the underlying user relations and paves the way
for sufficient message passing through a hidden dense network.
3.1 Inductive Relation Inference Model
Consider an adjacent matrix C = {cuu′}M1×M2 , where cuu′ ∈ [0, 1] denotes weighted edge from
user u ∈ U1 to user u′ ∈ U2, satisfying that ‖cu′‖1 = 1 where cu′ = [c1u′ , c2u′ , · · · cM1u′ ]> is the
u′-th column of C. Then we can express preference embedding of user u′ as pu′ = c>u′P1, the
weighted sum of embeddings of support users. In the following, we first justify this idea by showing
its expressive power and then propose a parametrized inductive model that puts it into practice.
Theoretical Justification If we use dot-product for fθ in the CF model, the rating of query user u′
can be predicted by rˆu′i = p>u′qi. We are interested in problem
min
C
DS2(Rˆ2, R2), (2)
where Rˆ2 = {rˆu′i}M2×N , DS2(Rˆ2, R2) = 1T2
∑
(u′,i)∈S2 l(ru′i, rˆu′i) and S2 ∈ ([M2] × [N ])T2 is
a set with size T2 containing indices of observed entries in R2. Assume L(u) =
∑
i l(rui, rˆui) and
use conv(R1) to denote convex hull of R1, i.e., the class of vectors
∑
u wuru, where wu ∈ [0, 1]
satisfying
∑M1
u=1 wu = 1 and ru is the u-th row vector in R1. We have the following theorem.
3Also, one can consider selecting support users as an optimization problem, similar to determining landmark
points [22] or sample selection [35]. We leave it for future work.
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Theorem 1. Assume that the optimization in (1) can give L(u) <  for u ∈ U1. If ∀u′ ∈ U2
satisfies ru′ ∈ conv(R1) and l(rui, rˆui) is convex, then there exists at least one solution for C in
problem (2) such that L(u′) <  for u′ ∈ U2.
The theorem shows that under mild conditions, the proposed model can minimize the reconstruction
loss of MC to the same level as matrix factorization. Note that the two conditions in Theorem 1 can
be satisfied in most cases. To guarantee ru′ ∈ conv(R1), one can design a careful construction for
U1, in particular, e.g., diversifying behavior patterns of support users. Besides, the widely used loss
functions for recommendation are convex for rˆui and rui, including cross-entropy and L2 loss.
Parametrization We showed that using weighted combination doesn’t sacrifice model capacity
under some conditions. However, in practice, directly optimizing over C is intractable due to its
large parameter space. Hence, we parametrize C with a multi-head attention network, enabling it to
inductively compute hidden relations. Concretely, the attention weight of the l-th head is
clu′u =
e>l [du′ ||pu]∑
u0∈U1 e
>
l [du′ ||pu0 ]
, (3)
where el ∈ R2d×1 is a trainable vector, || denotes concatenation and du′ =
∑
u∈Au′ pu. Here
Au′ = {u|r>u ru′ 6= 0} includes support users who have common rated items as user u′. If Au′ is
empty (in zero-shot recommendation), we can randomly select a group of support users to construct
Au′ or use (the embeddings of) user side information as du′ if user features are available, as shown
in our experiments.
The l-th attention head independently aggregates preference embeddings and the final inductive
embedding of user u′ can be given as
pu′ =W
[∑
u∈U1
c1u′upu||
∑
u∈U1
c2u′upu‖ · · · ||
∑
u∈U1
cLu′upu
]
, (4)
where W ∈ Rd×Ld. To keep the notation clean, we denote pu′ = hw(du′) and w =
[e1, e2, · · · , eL,W]. Then we can predict rating of query user u′ via rˆu′i = fθ(pu′ ,qi).
3.2 Optimization
The training process is divided into two stages. First, we pre-train a transductive CF model via (1)
and obtain transductive embeddings P1, Q and prediction network fθ. Second, we train our relation
model hw with fixed P1, Q via
min
w,θ
DS2(Rˆ2, R2). (5)
Complexity The complexity bottleneck of our method is calculating attention weights for all the
support users in the denominator of (3). Given large dataset, we can sample a subset of support
users (with size K) per epoch for each query user and calculate attention weights over them. Such
approximation can control both time and space complexity of the second training stage within
O(M2 ×K × d). Hence, the time complexity of two-stage training is O(M1 × d2 +M2 ×K × d).
Generalization Error Bound In this paper, we are interested in model performance on query users
with few observed interactions. Here we investigate into generalization ability of our inductive
relation model. We also assume fθ as dot-product operation to simplify our analysis. In the next
theorem, we show that the generalization error D(Rˆ2, R2) on query users would be bounded by the
numbers of support users and observed interactions of query users.
Theorem 2. Assume D is L-Lipschitz and each entry in Rˆ2 is absolutely bounded by B. Then with
probability at least 1− δ over the random choice of S2 ∈ ([M2]× [N ])T2 , it holds that for any Rˆ2,
D(Rˆ2, R2) ≤ DS2(Rˆ2, R2) +O
2LB√2 lnM1
T2
+
√
ln(1/δ)
T2
 . (6)
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Table 1: Test MAEs (resp. AUCs) for all the users (All), support users (Warm-Start) and query users
(Few-Shot) on Movielens-1M (resp. Amazon-Books) where we compare with CF-based methods.
Dataset (Metric) Movielens-1M (MAE) Amazon-Books (AUC)
Baselines All Few-Shot Warm-Start All Few-Shot Warm-Start
ItemPop 0.8874 0.8873 0.8875 0.6745 0.6620 0.6782
PMF [24] 0.7510 0.7842 0.7334 0.7181 (±.0003) 0.6980 0.7238
NCF [9] 0.7456 0.7685 0.7334 0.7067 (±.0003) 0.6990 0.7087
GCMC [29] 0.7418 0.7741 0.7246 0.7185 (±.0003) 0.7040 0.7241
IGMC [36] 0.7347 0.7527 0.7251 0.4994 (±.0002) 0.4970 0.5006
IRMC (ours) 0.7230 0.7330 0.7176 0.7820 (±.0004) 0.7143 0.8013
The theorem shows that a smaller size of U1 would make the generalization error bound tighter.
Looking at both Theorem 1 and 2, we will find that the configuration of U1 has an important
effect on model capacity and generalization ability. Notably, we need to make support users in U1
‘representative’ of diverse user behavior patterns on item consumption in order to guarantee enough
model capacity. Also, we need to control the size of U1 in order to maintain generalization ability.
Based on these insights, how to properly select support users can be an interesting direction for future
investigation. We will further study this issue in our experiments.
4 Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments to verify proposed model4. We basically deploy our ex-
periments on Movielens-1M and Amazon-Books. Movielens-1M contains movie rating data5 with
6040 users, 3706 items and 1000209 ratings (ranged within 1-5). Amazon-Books is selected from
amazon product review dataset [15]. It is a large dataset. After filtering out items with less than
five interactions, the dataset contains 101839 users, 91599 items and 2931466 ratings which we
convert to implicit interaction (as positive examples), and then sample 5 items as negative examples
for each interaction during training. For Movielens-1M, [11] collects side information (user gender,
age, occupation, movie genre, etc.) for users and items in the original dataset. We use the augmented
dataset as Movielens-1M-features and further test our model in feature-based setting.
For each user, we hold out ten interactions as test set and use the remaining as training set. After
that, each user has three to ninety (resp. one to thousands of) training examples for Movielens-1M
(resp. Amazon-Books). We select support users such that they have more than δ training interactions.
Basically, δ = 20 for Movielens-1M and δ = 10 for Amazon-Books. The partition gives 49058
support users for Amazon-Books and 2164 for Movielens-1M. The remaining users are used as query
users. We use Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Area Under the Curve (AUC) as evaluation metrics
for explicit interactions (Movielens-1M) and implicit interactions (Amazon-Books), respectively.
For comparison, we consider ItemPop and PMF as two baseline methods. ItemPop directly uses
the number of interacted users for item recommendation. PMF [24] is a simple matrix factorization
method with L2 regularization. For CF-based method, we also consider Neural Collaborative Filtering
(NCF) [9] which extends matrix factorization with neural network and here we specify it as a three-
layer neural network with tanh activation. For fθ in our transductive CF model, we use the same
architecture as NCF. Moreover, we further consider Graph Convolutional Matrix Completion (GCMC)
[29], one state-of-the-art transductive matrix completion method and recently proposed GNN-based
inductive matrix completion IGMC [36], as two strong competitors. For feature-based method,
we use Wide&Deep network [3] as a baseline method. Furthermore, we consider two powerful
competitors, Meta-Learning User Preference Estimator (MeLU) [11] and Attribute Graph Neural
Networks (AGNN) [20]. Different from our model that divides training process into two stages,
for other methods, the training is conducted on all the users. We tune each comparative model on
different datasets and report the best results of them. In Appendix C, we present detailed information
for model specification, hyper-parameter settings and training details.
4The experiment codes will be released.
5https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
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Table 2: Test MAEs on Movielens-1M-feature where we compare
with feature-based methods in warm-start, few-shot and zero-shot
recommendation (with no historical interaction).
Dataset Movielens-1M-feature
Methods All Few-Shot Warm-Start Zero-Shot
ItemPop 0.8874 0.8873 0.8875 0.8823
Wide&Deep [3] 0.7572 0.7845 0.7426 0.8323
MeLU [11] 0.7901 0.7931 0.7885 0.7854
GCMC [8] 0.7485 0.7818 0.7307 0.7951
AGNN [20] 0.7421 0.7691 0.7277 0.8443
IRMC(ours) 0.7289 0.7435 0.7211 0.7704
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Figure 2: Test MAEs with differ-
ent partition thresholds.
4.1 Experiment Results
In Table 1, we report the MAEs (resp. AUCs) for test interactions from all the users, support users
(warm-start) and query users (few-shot), respectively, on Movielens-1M (resp. Amazon-Books). The
results show that our model IRMC outperforms other competitors in most cases. In particularly, IRMC
gives the best overall MAE and AUC for all the users, which demonstrates that IRMC is a powerful
framework to solve matrix completion, especially for users with distinct historical information. For
warm-start recommendation, IRMC manages to beat other competitors (especially for AUC by 8.9%)
even using a simple transductive model without GNN architecture. Compared with NCF which uses
the same architecture as our transductive model, IRMC achieves much better MAEs and AUCs for
support users (warm-start). The reason could be that NCF directly uses all the users for learning
transductive embeddings and the query users (with sparse interactions) would have a negative effect
on learning for support users. This result validates the effectiveness of partitioning the users into two
groups, which can maintain good performance for transductive learning on support users. Moreover,
as for few-shot recommendation on query users, our model significantly achieves 2.6% improvement
on MAE over the strong competitor IGMC, which proves that IRMC with an inductive relational
model is indeed effective for addressing data sparsity issue. The AUCs of IGMC on Amazon-Books
are much worse than other methods. The reason is that IGMC relies on sub-graphs for users and items
as input for prediction. For dataset with implicit interactions, the sub-graphs only contain one-type
edges (positive) and lose efficacy for making desirable (two-class) classification.
In Table 2, we present the test MAEs for feature-based competitors and IRMC on Movielens-1M-
feature where IRMC achieves the best MAEs for overall/warm-start/few-shot recommendation.
Furthermore, the user features enable us to consider zero-shot recommendation. In specific, we only
use training interactions of support users to train each model and directly use them for prediction on
test interactions of query users without any historical interaction. While no interaction is given for
query users, these methods can leverage user features to achieve inductive computation. We can see
that our model IRMC gives the best results, achieving 1.9% and 8.7% improvement over MeLU and
AGNN, respectively, two state-of-the-arts for cold-start recommendation. This depicts that IRMC is
capable of dealing with zero-shot recommendation and a promising approach to handle new users
with no historical behavior in real-world dynamic systems.
We also statistic test performance for users with different numbers of training interactions and present
the results on Movielens-1M and Movielens-1M-feature in Fig. 3. As shown in the figures, as the
number of training interactions goes up, the MAEs of all transductive models suffer from obvious
drop while IGMC and our model exhibit a more smooth decrease. In the extreme cases with less
than five training interactions, notably, our model also gives the best results with 2.5% (resp. 4.1%)
improvement on MAE for Movielens-1M (resp. Movielens-1M-feature).
4.2 Further Discussions
Impact of Partition Threshold We study variation of model performance w.r.t. different partition
thresholds. We show the MAEs on Movielens-1M in Fig. 2 where we change the threshold δ from 5 to
50. The MAE goes down suddenly, remains at a fixed level (20 ≤ δ ≤ 40) and then goes high again.
This indicates that the partition strategy is important to keep balance of two sets. If δ is too small,
the sub-matrix of interactions w.r.t. support users would be sparse, which may affect transductive
learning; if it is too large, a small set of support users would not be representative enough and limits
the expressive power for inductive relation model.
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Figure 3: (a) and (b): Test MAEs for users with distinct numbers of training interactions on (a)
Movielens-1M and (b) Movielens-1M-feature. (c) Training time per epoch on Amazon-Books.
Inductive Representations v.s. Transductive Representations We conduct a case study in Fig. 4
where we visualize transductive embeddings of support users and inductive ones of query users, which
is given by IRMC, and transductive embeddings of all the users, given by PMF (matrix factorization).
The details are in Appendix D. One key observation is that when the number of training interactions
becomes larger, the inductive embeddings given by IRMC would get closer to the transductive
embeddings given by PMF (matrix factorization). This phenomenon indicates that given sufficient
training interactions, the inductive relation model can capture similar preference embeddings as
transductive learning, which again justifies the design of IRMC.
Table 3: Training time per epoch on
Movielens-1M-feature. IRMC contains
times for two-stage training.
Method AGNN IRMC MeLU
Time (s) 40.6 20.5+27.9 513.2
Scalability Test We further study the scalability of our
IRMC compared with IGMC and GCMC. We statistic
the training time per epoch on Amazon-Books using a
GTX 1080Ti with 11G memory. Here we truncate the
dataset and use different numbers of users for training. For
IRMC, we add the training times of two stages where one
epoch is considered. The results are shown in Fig. 3(c)
(with log-scale axis). As we can see, when dataset size
becomes large, the training times per epoch of three models all exhibit linear increase. IRMC spends
approximately one more time than GCMC, while IGMC is approximately ten times slower than
IRMC. In fact, IRMC requires a subgraph for each training interaction, so one may need to transmit
millions of subgraphs between GPU memory and CPU memory in one epoch, which leads to high
time cost. On the other hand, GCMC and our IRMC only rely on one global graph. In specific,
GCMC deals with a sparse user-item bipartite graph and IRMC handles a dense user-user graph.
However, GCMC needs to update transductive embeddings of users in a local graph for each training
interaction, which induces complexity at least O((M1 +M2)× F × d2) (where F denotes average
number of observed interactions for one item), while the second stage of IRMC only updates the
inductive model, which contributes to the total complexity O(M1× d2+M2×K × d) (as discussed
in Section 3.2). In Amazon-Books, we have K ≈ 2Fd, and this is why the time costs of IRMC and
GCMC remain in the same level. Nevertheless, GCMC as a transductive model cannot deal with new
unseen users in test stage, while our IRMC can efficiently compute inductive embeddings for new
users given the trained model. We also compare the training time of MeLU, AGNN and IRMC on
Movielens-1M-feature using side information and report the results in Table 3 where IRMC is nearly
as efficient as AGNN and about 11 times faster than MeLU which uses meta-learning (with five steps
of local updates per global update).
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a new inductive relational matrix completion method that can effectively
address data sparsity and cold-start issues. The model is theoretically sound with our rigorous
justification and analysis on generalization ability. Through extensive experiments, we show that
our model outperforms state-of-the-arts by showing superior performance on both warm-start and
cold-start users. As future direction, it would be interesting to consider the selection for support users
as a decision problem (which could be jointly optimized with the prediction model).
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The core idea of IRMC opens a new way for next generation of representation learning, i.e., one can
consider a pretrained representation model for one set of existing entities and generalize their repre-
sentations (through some simple transformations) to efficiently compute inductive representations for
others, enabling the model to flexibly handle new coming entities in an open world. We believe that
this novel and effective framework can inspire more researches in broad areas of AI.
6 Broader Impact
There always exists a trade-off between information utility and risk of exposing user privacy. Our
model is a promising approach for building a powerful recommender system that can exploit historical
behaviors of users, induce their latent interests and preferences, and recommend an item that one is
very likely to click or purchase. The accurate recommendation can help to filter useful information for
individuals, improve the efficiency of global society and further alleviate the information explosion
problem in the age of information. Also, our methodology that can improve recommendation
performance on cold-start users with few or no historical behaviors, which can help to reduce bias
in previous recommendation model and facilitate fairness among both old users and new users in
one platform. Admittedly, such model would also possibly be used by a company for uncovering
user habits, personalities and social circles that may concern user privacy. We encourage that in
data collection process, one should take care of the privacy issue and sufficiently anonymize the
data before it is used for preference learning. Also, on the methodological level, more works need
to be done on how to guarantee a good preference estimation in recommender systems under some
constraints on data privacy. If the algorithm is not aware of the correspondence between data and
specific users, to a certain degree, user privacy can properly protected.
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A Proofs in Section 3
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Theorem 1. Assume that the optimization in (1) can give L(u) <  for u ∈ U1. If ∀u′ ∈ U2 satisfies
ru′ ∈ conv(R1) and l(rui, rˆui) is convex, then there exists at least one solution for C in problem (2) such that
L(u′) <  for u′ ∈ U2.
Proof. The proof is by construction. Since ∀u′ ∈ U2 satisfies ru′ ∈ conv(R1), there exists a linear combination
of row vectors ru in R1 such that
∑M1
u=1 c
∗
u′uru = ru′ , where c
∗
u′u is a weight satisfying c
∗
u′u ∈ [0, 1] and∑M1
u=1 cu′u = 1. If we consider pu′ =
∑
u c
∗
u′upu, then we have
L(u′) =
∑
i
l(rˆu′i, ru′i)
=
∑
i
l(p>u′qi, ru′i)
=
∑
i
l
(∑
u∈U1
c∗u′upu
)>
qi ,
∑
u∈U1
c∗u′urui

≤
∑
i
∑
u∈U1
c∗u′ul(p
>
u qi, rui) (7)
=
∑
u∈U1
c∗u′uL(u)
< ,
where (7) is due to Jensen Inequality based on the convexity of l over rui and rˆui. Hence, C∗ = {c∗u′u} is a
solution for problem (2) such that L(u′) < . We conclude the proof.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2
Theorem 2. Assume D is L-Lipschitz and each entry in Rˆ2 is absolutely bounded by B. Then with
probability at least 1− δ over the random choice of S2 ∈ ([M2]× [N ])T2 , it holds that for any Rˆ2,
D(Rˆ2, R2) ≤ DS2(Rˆ2, R2) +O
(
2LB
√
2 lnM1
T2
+
√
ln(1/δ)
T2
)
. (8)
Proof. With fixed a true interaction matrix R2 to be learned and a probability distribution P over [M2]× [N ],
which is unknown to the learner, we consider the problem under the framework of standard PAC learning. We
can treat the matrix R2 as a function (u′, i)→ ru′i. LetR, a set of matrices in RM2×N , denotes the hypothesis
class of this problem. Then the input to the learner is a sample of R2 denoted as
T =
(
(u′t, it, ru′tit)|(u
′
t, it) ∈ S2
)
,
where S2 = {(u′t, it)} ∈ ([M2] × [N ])T2 is a set with size T2 containing indices of the observed entries in
R2 and each (u′, i) in S2 is independently chosen according to the distribution P . When using T as training
examples for the learner, it minimizes the error DS2(Rˆ2, R2) = 1T2
∑
(u′,i)∈S2 l(ru′i, rˆu′i). We are interested
in the generalization error of the learner, which is defined as
D(Rˆ2, R2) = E(u′,i)∈P [l(ru′i, rˆu′i)].
The (empirical) Rademacher complexity ofR w.r.t. the sample T is defined as
RadT (R) = 1
T2
Eσ
[
sup
Rˆ2∈R
T2∑
t=1
σtrˆu′tit
]
,
where σt ∈ {−1, 1} is random variable with probability Pr(σt = 1) = Pr(σt = −1) = 12 . We assume l is
L-Lipschitz w.r.t. the first argument and |l| is bounded by a constant. Then a general result for generalization
bound ofR is
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Lemma 1. (Generalization bound [16]): For a sample T with random choice of S2 = ([M2]× [N ])T2 , it
holds that for any Rˆ2 ∈ R and confidence parameter 0 < δ < 1,
Pr(D(Rˆ2, R2) ≤ DS2(Rˆ2, R2) +G) ≥ 1− δ, (9)
where,
G = 2L ·Rad(X ) +O
(√
ln(1/δ)
T2
)
.
Based on the lemma, we need to further estimate the Rademacher complexity in our model to complete the proof.
In our model, Rˆ2 = C>P1Q and the entry rˆu′i is given by rˆu′i = p>u′qi = c
>
u′P1qi (where cu′ is the u
′-th
colunm vector of C). Define C as a set of matrices,
C = {C ∈ [0, 1]M1×M2 |‖cu′‖1 = 1}.
Then we have
T2 ·RadT (R) = Eσ
[
sup
C∈C
T2∑
t=1
σtc
>
u′P1qi
]
(10)
= Eσ
sup
C∈C
M2∑
u′=1
c>u′ ·
 ∑
t:ut=u′
σtR1,∗it
 (R1,∗it = P1qi) (11)
= Eσ
 M2∑
u′=1
max
u∈[M1]
 ∑
t:ut=u′
σtrui
 . (12)
The last equation is due to the fact that cu′ is a probability distribution for choosing entries in R1,∗it , the it-th
column of matrix Rˆ1. In fact, we can treat the maxu∈[M1] inside the sum over all u
′ ∈ U2 as a mapping κ from
u′ ∈ [M2] to u ∈ [M1]. Let K = {κ : [M2]→ [M1]} be the set of all mappings from [M2] to [M1], and then
the above formula can be written as
Eσ
 M2∑
u′=1
max
u∈[M1]
 ∑
t:ut=u′
σtrui
 (13)
= Eσ
sup
κ∈K
M2∑
u′=1
∑
t:ut=u′
σtrκ(u′),it
 (14)
= Eσ
[
sup
κ∈K
T2∑
t=1
σtrκ(ut),it
]
(15)
≤ T2 ·RadT (K) ·max
u,i
|ru,i|. (16)
According to the Massart Lemma, we have RadT (K) ≤
√
2 lnM1
T2
. Since max
u,i
|ru,i| ≤ B, we have
RadT (R) ≤ B
√
2 lnM1
T2
. (17)
Incorporating (17) into (9), we will arrive at the result in this theorem.
B Extensions of IRMC
In Section 3, we focus on inductive relational matrix completion without any side information. In fact, our model
can be easily extended to feature-based setting and flexibly deal with zero-shot learning, as is shown in Section
4. Here, we provide details of feature-based IRMC. Also, we discuss using the views of transfer-learning and
meta-learning to further enhance the generalization ability of our model on new tasks.
B.1 Side Information
Assume au denotes user u’s raw feature vector, i.e., a concatenation of all the features (often including binary,
categorical and continuous variables) where categorical features can be denoted by one-hot or multi-hot vectors.
If one has m user features in total, then au can be
au = [au1||au2||au3|| · · · ||aum].
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Then we consider embedding function yi() which can embed each feature vector into a d-dimensional embedding
vector:
yu = [y1(au1)||y2(au2)||y3(au3)|| · · · ||ym(aum)].
Similarly, for item feature bi = [bi1||bi2||bi3|| · · · ||bin], we have its embedding representation:
zi = [z1(bi1)||z2(bi2)||z3(bi3)|| · · · ||zn(bin)].
Also, we assume preference embedding pu and attribute embedding qi for user u and item i, respectively, as is
in Section 3. The prediction for user u’s rating on item i can be
rˆui = gθ(pu,yu,qi, zi), (18)
where gθ can be a shallow neural network with parameters denoted by θ. To keep notation clean, we denote
Y = {y1,y2, · · · ,ym} and Z = {z1, z2, · · · , zn}. Then for support users in U1 with interaction matrix R1,
we consider the optimization problem,
min
P1,Q,Y,Z,θ
DS1(Rˆ1, R1), (19)
based on which we get learned feature embedding functions Y, Z as well as transductive embedding matrices
P1, Q which we further use to compute inductive embeddings for query users.
For query users, we also target a relation inference model hw that consists of a multi-head attention function. To
be specific, for query user u′, its inductive preference embedding can be given by pu′ = hw(du′), the same as
our CF-based model (in Section 3). Similarly, the feature embeddings can be obtained by the learned Y and Z
in (19), i.e., yu′ = [yu′1(au′1)|| · · · ||yu′m(au′m)] where au′ is raw feature vector of user u′. The rating of
user u′ on item i can be predicted by rˆu′i = g(pu′ ,yu′ ,qi, zi). Also, the optimization of the second stage is
min
w,θ
DS2(Rˆ2, R2). (20)
The above two-stage training induces time and space complexity O(m×M1 × d2 +M2 ×K × d).
B.2 Zero-Shot Learning
For zero-shot recommendation where test users have no historical interaction, we have no information about
users if without any side information. In such case, algorithms would fail for personalized recommendation and
degrade to a trivial one which outputs the same result (or the same distribution) to all the test users since users
are indistinguishable. For our method, the set Au′ would be empty for users with no historical interaction, in
which situation we can randomly select a group of support users to construct Au′ used for compute attentive
scores with support users. Another method is to directly use average embeddings of all the support users as
estimated embeddings for query users. In such case, the model degrades to ItemPop (using the numbers of users
who rated the item for prediction).
On the other hand, if side information is available, we can modify our method to enable the relational model
to leverage user features for computing inductive preference embeddings, which we adopt in Section 4 for the
zero-shot recommendation on Movielens-1M-feature. In specific, we let du′ =Wdyu′ where Wd ∈ Rd×md
is a trainable weight matrix. Such modification leverages user feature information to calculate attention scores
with support users.
B.3 Transfer Learning & Meta-Learning
Another extension of IRMC is to consider transfer learning on cross-domain recommendation tasks [26] or when
treating recommendation for different users as different tasks like [11]. Transfer learning and meta learning
have shown power in learning generalizable models that can adapt to new tasks. In our framework, we can
also leverage transfer learning (few-shot learning or zero-shot learning) or mete learning algorithms to train our
relation inference model hw . For example, if using model-agnostic meta-learning algorithm for the second-stage
optimization, we can first compute one-step (or multi-step) gradient update independently for each user in a
batch and then average them as one global update for the model.
C Details in Implementations
We provide implementation details that are not presented in Section 4 in order for reproducibility.
Details for IRMC
The prediction unit fθ in our transductive model is specified as a three-layer neural network with tanh as
non-linear activation and hidden unit size 64. The embedding dimension d is set to 32 for Movielens-1M and
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64 for Amazon-Books. We use 4 attention heads for our inductive relation model. For Amazon-Books, we
uniformly sample K = 2000 support users as candidates for calculating attention scores for each query user
during training in order to reduce the time and space complexity.
We adopt Adam algorithm for optimization. For the first-stage optimization for transductive model, we use
learning rate 0.05 (resp. 1) and weight decay 0.05 (resp. 0.01) for Movielens-1M (resp. Amazon-Books). For
the second-stage optimization for inductive model, we use learning rate 0.05 (resp. 0.1) for Movielens-1M (resp.
Amazon-Books). We also consider batch-based training with batch size 64 for two stages.
Details for Comparative Methods For each comparative model in our experiments, we mainly rely on the
designs and setups in their papers and also tune its hyper-parameters in order to obtain optimal results in each
dataset. The embedding size in each model is the same as our method for fair comparison. Here we provide
implementations details for GCMC[29], MeLU[11], AGNN[20] and IGMC[36].
• GCMC. We treat the user-item interactions as a bipartite graph and put the graph into a Relational
Graph Convolutional Network (RGCN)[25] model to learn the embeddings of users and items. The
number of relations and bases are set to 5 (resp. 1) and 2 for Moivelens-1M (resp. Amazon-Books).
• MeLU. We use the source codes provided by the paper6. The author provides two versions of the
model, MeLU-1 and MeLU-5, different from using one-step or five-step local updates for each global
update. We report the best results of the two in our experiments.
• AGNN. We build user-user (resp. item-item) graph according to cosine similarities of features and
rating records of users (resp. items). In specific, we add an edge from i to j when i is among j’s top 10
nearest nodes. In order for the consistency of feature dimension, we use a linear model to transform the
original one-hot or multi-hot representation of each feature into a vector with fixed dimension. When
training the eVAE model, we use Euclidean distance instead of cross-entropy between the original
features and reconstructed features for calculating reconstruction loss.
• IGMC. We use the source codes provided by the paper7. For Movielens-1M, we directly build
subgraphs for both training and test interactions, while for Amazon-Books (with implicit interactions)
we randomly sample 5 negative items for each positive user-item pair and then build subgraphs. After
that we use the subgraphs to train a RGCN model for predicting the label of each subgraph. The
enclosing subgraph hop number is set to 1, the upper bound of the number of sampled nodes per hop
is set to 40 for both datasets.
The Graph Neural Network models in IGMC (using RGCN), GCMC (using RGCN) and AGNN (using Gated-
GNN) are all implemented via Pytorch Geometric(PyG) library8. To be specific, for RGCN model in IGMC and
GCMC we directly we use the provided RGCNConv function. For AGNN we implement the Gated-GNN model
using PyG’s ’Message Passing’ class. All of the comparative methods are optimized using Adam algorithm.
Evaluation Metrics We provide details for our adopted evaluation metrics. In our experiments, we mainly
use AUC and MAE for evaluating the performance for implicit and explicit interactions, respectively. For
implicit interactions, since we only have ground-truth positive examples (clicked items) for each user, we
negatively sample five items as negative examples (non-clicked items) for each user-item interaction in dataset.
We first statistic the metric for one specific user, and then report the averaged values across all the users in our
experiments.
• AUC: This is a measurement for consistency of recommendation list ranked by predicted scores and
ground-truth clicking list with 1s before 0s. It counts the average area under the curve of true-positive
v.s. false-positive curve for one user’s ranking list:
AUCu =
∑
i∈I+u
∑
j∈I−u δ(yˆu,i,j > 0)
|I+u ||I−u |
, (21)
where I+u = {i|rui = 1} and I−u = {j|ruj = 0} denote the sets of clicked items and not clicked
items by user u respectively. The indicator δ(rˆui > rˆuj) returns 1 when rˆui > rˆuj and 0 otherwise.
• MAE: Mean Absolute Error measures the averaged L1 distance between predicted ratings and ground-
truth ratings:
MAEu =
∑
i∈I+u
|rˆui − rui|. (22)
6https://github.com/hoyeoplee/MeLU
7https://github.com/muhanzhang/IGMC
8https://pytorch-geometric.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
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Figure 4: Visualization of the learned t-SNE transformed user preference embeddings given by PMF
(matrix factorization) and our IRMC. Each grey point represents a query user from Movielens-1M
dataset, and each light blue point represents a support user. Colored star and points represent a
specific query user and its similar users (who share common clicked items), respectively. The number
after the name of each method denotes the number of observed interactions for training.
D Visualization of Embeddings
To shed lights on the inductive preference embeddings given by our relation model, we do a case study in
Fig. 4. Here, we visualize the learned user embeddings for PMF and our IRMC when given different number of
observed interactions. We provide a close investigation into four specific query users’ embeddings given by our
inductive relation model, denoted by colored stars in the figure. The linked points to each star denote support
users in Au′ (who share common interacted items with the query user) that can be seen as users with similar
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interests. As we can see, the inductive embeddings given by the relation model are close to representations for
users with similar interests, which indicates that the attention network tend to assign large probability to users
with similar preferences. Such observation is consistent with our intuition. Furthermore, we find that when
the number of observed interactions is small, the inductive embeddings are quite different from those given by
PMF (i.e., matrix factorization). When the number of observed interactions becomes large enough, the inductive
embeddings of our model get close to the transductive ones given by matrix factorization. This is a useful
observation. In fact, with sufficient observed interactions, the CF model can provide accurate representations. It
demonstrates that our inductive relation model is capable for learning accurate representations for query users
with sufficient historical information.
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